
Find new and exciting ways to make people smile, whether that be through 
technological innovation or fostering welcoming collaborative environments. MEGAN

TAYLOR
Design Researcher

SPECIALTIES

Synthesis
I thrive in the space where research meets ideation and design. 
I am able to efficiently and effectively transform user needs into 
actionable design requirements.
 
Empathy
My genuine passion for helping people shines through everything 
that I do. This allows me to build rapport quickly and collect quality 
user data. 

Accessibility
With an eye for accessibility, I seek to improve designs for 
underrepresented populations. I am able to catch usability 
problems that go unconsidered by many. 

EDUCATION

Master of Human-Computer Interaction and Design
University of Washington, SEPT 2015 - AUG 2016 
3.81 GPA, Student Representative

Bachelor of Science, Human Centered Design and Engineering
University of Washington, SEPT 2012 - JUNE 2015
Cum Laude, Academic Excellence Award, Capstone Award, Dean’s List

EXPERIENCE

UX Designer | Carina
Leading recruitment, user research, content strategy and design for 
a nonprofit healthcare startup in partnership with the Washington 
State Department of Social and Health Services, as well as the 
Service Employees International Union 775 Benefits Group. 

User Researcher | UW Information School
Designing, conducting, analyzing and publishing user studies for the 
Peer Mentoring project, which worked to facilitate connections 
between cancer patients on online health communities. 

PROJECTS

Health and Wellness | Motive 
A physical therapy assistant that motivates patients to complete 
their home exercises through confidence building reference videos, 
exercise reminders, engaging gameplay, and progress reports. 

Accessible Technology | Hummingbird Mobility Aid
A multi-modal sensor attachment for a standard white cane that 
allows visually impaired users to safely detect and avoid raised 
obstacles through haptic feedback.

PUBLICATIONS
Hartzler, A. L., Taylor, M. N., Park, A., Griffiths, T., Backonja, U., 
McDonald, D. W., ... & Pratt, W. (2016). Leveraging cues from 
person-generated health data for peer matching in online communi-
ties. Journal of the American Medical Informatics Association, ocv175.

CONTACT

425-319-1270

MeganTaylor.UX@gmail.com

https://megantaylor.me

SKILLS

UX design

User research

Usability testing

Brainstorming

Rapid prototyping

Public speaking

Ethical reasoning

Project management

Written communication

TOOLS

Sketch (design)

Adobe Creative Suite (design)

Arduino (physical computing)

123D Design (3D printing)

Rhino (laser cutting)

Axure (wireframes)

Tableau (data visualization)

HTML, CSS, JavaScript, Java, Python, 
PHP, SQL, AJAX (web development) 

MISSION


